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ABELSON LEGAL SEARCH

If you need additional reasons as to why it makes good sense to use our services to help
advance your career, please remember we:
• provide a through assessment to evaluate whether your skills meet prospective
employers’ requirements;
• review and evaluate your resume, supporting materials and personal needs;
• work with you, carefully and conscientiously, making a real investment in the
process from the beginning, saving everyone time and effort;
• we know you are interested in the opening and have the required skills to do the
job before you are presented;
• are dedicated to making matches that work and last;
• know that, although job boards and e-postings are widely popular, studies show
that sending resumes to these anonymous sources rarely is fruitful; there is no
human contact or mechanism for follow up, and, most importantly, no guarantee
of confidentiality;
• personalize every step of the process - a living, breathing receptionist connects
candidates with skilled recruiters;
• answer mails and job queries promptly;
• know our candidates – professional credentials, education. employment
experience(s), reason(s) for job moves, and short and long-term aspirations and
interests to understand their lifetime career goals and how we may provide
responsive assistance;
• help you with all additional materials needed during the consideration process; for
more senior attorney candidates, such materials may include a “deals summary”
description of portable business and/or a projection of future business;
• offer the distinction of access to our connections (including real “movers and
shakers”) in the legal community, our unparalleled knowledge of attorney and
firm movements and our awareness of positions which never will be advertised;
• will continue to keep you apprised of future, relevant opportunities if one position
proves not to be the best possible fit;
• know our unmatched reputation means our candidates have passed rigorous
requirements; client firms and corporations unequivocally trust our sound
judgment and employ our services, time after time, to find an ideal candidate; our
endorsement means something;
• charge no candidate placement fee – ever!
• care about candidates and our relationships with them, and it shows.

